INTRODUCTION AND LOCATION OF THE SERVICE DEPARTMENT

SET FIRST SERVICE APPOINTMENT

REVIEW FACTORY RECOMMENDED MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

WAS THE CONDITION OF YOUR VEHICLE (AT DELIVERY) TO YOUR SATISFACTION?

VOICE RECOGNITION TIPS

Command Example

Call <Name> Dial <Phone #> 1-800-243-7766
Call <Name> Call <Name> 1-855-2BLUELINK (1-855-225-8354)

Named on Rearview Mirror

DESTINATION SEARCH BY VOICE

Command Example

Find Address <House #, Street, City, State> "1-2-3-4 1st Street, Fountain Valley** City, State"
Find <POI Name> "Find McDonald's®"

Improving how you store your contacts can optimize your Bluetooth® Voice Recognition performance:

• Use full names instead of short or single-syllable names ("John or Dad")
• Avoid using special characters/emojis or abbreviations ("Dr.") when saving contacts

Looking for more detailed information? This Quick Reference Guide does not replace your vehicle’s Owner’s Manual. If you require additional information or are unsure of a specific issue, you should always refer to the vehicle’s Owner’s Manual or contact your authorized Hyundai dealer.

The information contained in this Quick Reference Guide was correct at the time of printing; however, specifications and equipment can change without notice. No warranty or guarantee is being extended in this Quick Reference Guide, and Hyundai reserves the right to change product specifications and equipment at any time without incurring obligations. Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. Specifications apply to U.S. vehicles only. Please contact your Hyundai dealer for current vehicle specifications.

Roadside Assistance: 1-800-243-7766
Customer Affairs: 1-800-633-5151
Sirius XM Radio: 1-855-2BLUELINK

Sales Consultant Date
Sales Manager Date

Email

Customer Date

MAINTENANCE

Scheduled/Maintenance Normal Usage Severe Usage*
Engine Oil and Filter (2.0 T-GDI) Replace 6,000 or 6 mos. Replace 3,000 or 3 mos.
Engine Oil and Filter (2.4 GDI) Replace 10,000 or 12 mos. Replace 7,500 or 6 mos.
Fuel System Cleaner Addict Add at every Oil and Filter Service Add Same As Normal
Air Cleaner Filter Inspect 3,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Air Filter Inspect 15,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Fuel System Cleaner Addict Add at every Oil and Filter Service Add Same As Normal
Battery Condition Inspect 15,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Suspension Inspect 30,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Climate Control Air Filter Inspect 10,000 Inspect More Frequently
Drive Shafts and Boots Inspect 15,000 Inspect 7,500 or 6 mos.
Air Filter and Muffler Inspect 10,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Front Brake Disc/Pads, Calipers Inspect 15,000 Inspect More Frequently
Rear Brake Disc/Pads Inspect 15,000 Inspect More Frequently
Steering Gear Box, Collar & Boots, Lower/Upper Arm Ball Joint Inspect 15,000 Inspect More Frequently
Suspension Mounting Belts Inspect 15,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Propeller Shaft (AWD) Inspect 15,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Brake Fluid Inspect 30,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Fuel Lines, Fuel Hoses, and Connections Inspect 30,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Fuel Tank Air Filter Inspect 15,000 Inspect 7,500,000
Rear Air Conditioning Inspect 35,000 Inspect 7,500,000
Rear Axle Oil (AWD) Inspect 35,000 Inspect 7,500,000
Engine Coolant Inspect 60,000 Inspect Same As Normal
Drive Belts Inspect 1st: 60,000 or 60 mos. Add'l.: 15,000 or 24 mos. Inspect Same As Normal
Coolant Inspect 1st: 60,000 or 60 mos. Add'l.: 30,000 or 24 mos. Replace Same As Normal
Spark Plugs (2.0 T-GDI) Replace 45,000 Replace More Frequently
Spark Plugs (2.4 GDI) Replace 105,000 Replace More Frequently
Automatic Transmission Fluid No Check, No Service required Inspect 65,000

*See Owner’s Manual for details.
HYUNDAI VEHICLE OWNER PRIVACY POLICY

Your Hyundai vehicle may be equipped with technologies and services that use information collected, generated, recorded or stored by the vehicle. Hyundai has created a Vehicle Owner Privacy Policy to explain how these technologies and services collect, use, and share this information.


If you would like to receive a hard copy of our Vehicle Owner Privacy Policy, please contact our Customer Connect Center at:

Hyundai Motor America
Hyundai Customer Connect Center
P.O. Box 83835
Phoenix, AZ 85071-3835
800-633-5151
customeraffairs@hmausa.com

Hyundai's Customer Connect Center representatives are available Monday through Friday, between the hours of 5:00 AM and 7:00 PM PST and Saturday and Sunday between 6:30 AM and 3:00 PM PST (English). For Customer Connect Center assistance in Spanish or Korean, representatives are available Monday through Friday between 6:30 AM and 3:00 PM PST.

WARNING!

To reduce the risk of serious injury to yourself and others, read and understand the important SAFETY INFORMATION in your Owner's Manual.

Use this Quick Reference Guide to learn about the features that will enhance your enjoyment of your Hyundai. More detailed information about these features is available in your Owner's Manual.

*Some vehicles may not be equipped with all the listed features.
The Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) system is designed to detect and monitor the vehicle ahead or detect a pedestrian in the roadway and warn the driver if a collision is imminent.

To operate the system, select the FCA (Forward Collision Avoidance Assist) sub menu in the LCD cluster display under User Settings. Please refer to your Owner's Manual for further information.

**NOTE:**
- LKAS Settings can be adjusted in the User Settings page of the instrument cluster under Driving Assist.

---

The Lane Keeping Assist System detects lane markers on the road, and assists the driver's steering to help keep the vehicle between lanes.

- To turn LKAS on, press the LKAS switch.
- To turn LKAS off, press the switch again.

LKAS operates only when the vehicle speed is above 38 mph and when the LKAS indicator is green displayed in the instrument cluster. LKAS will not operate properly if the lane line is not clear, sharp bend in the road, or in heavy fog. Refer to the Owner's Manual for more detailed information.
**BLIND-SPOT COLLISION-AVOIDANCE ASSIST (BCA)**

The Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist (BCA) system may apply braking power, when an approaching vehicle is detected within a certain distance next to or behind your vehicle. The instrument cluster will inform the driver of activation. Press the Blind-Spot switch. The indicator will illuminate on the button. If vehicle speed exceeds 9mph the system will activate. Press the switch again to deactivate the system.

1. **Blind spot collision warning (BCW)**
   Warning range is dependent on your vehicle speed. Example, if your vehicle speed is 9.3 mph greater than other vehicles, the warning is not active.

2. **Blind spot collision avoidance (BCA)**
   When changing lanes, the system detects the front lane through the camera installed on the windshield and detects the side/rear areas through radar sensors.

**REAR CROSS-TRAFFIC COLLISION-AVOIDANCE ASSIST (RCCA)**

The RCCA system uses radar sensors to monitor approaching vehicles to the left and right while your vehicle is in reverse. If the risk of collision is detected while the RCCW is generated, brake is controlled. The instrument cluster will inform the driver of the brake control. If the rear view monitor system is in activation, a message will also appear on the audio or AVN screen.

**Activate/Deactivate**
Select the following items on the instrument cluster in order:
1. Select User Settings
2. Select Driver Assistance
3. Select Blind Spot Safety
4. Select Rear Cross Traffic Safety
SAFE EXIT ASSIST (SEA)

The Safe Exit Assist system helps prevent passengers from opening the door when a vehicle is approaching from the rear area. After the vehicle stops and an approaching vehicle from the rear area is detected, the rear door does not unlock. A “check surroundings then try again” warning message will appear on the cluster and a warning sound will go off.

When an approaching vehicle from the rear is detected and the door is already opened, a “watch for traffic” warning message appears and a warning sound will go off.

**Note:** If you press the switch within 10 seconds after the warning message appears, the driver acknowledges the rear status and is able to unlock the door.

**Activate/Deactivate**

Select the following items on the instrument cluster in order:

1. Select user settings mode in the cluster LCD display
2. Select Driver Assistance
3. Select Blind-Spot Safety
4. Select Safe Exit Assistance

REAR OCCUPANT ALERT (ROA)

The Rear Occupant Alert system helps prevent exiting the vehicle with the rear passengers left in the vehicle.

1st Alert
When you open the front door after opening and closing the rear door and the engine is off, a “check rear seats” warning message appears.

2nd Alert
When any movement in the vehicle is detected after the driver’s door is closed and all doors are locked, the horn will activate for 25 seconds. To stop this alert, unlock the door with the remote key or smart key.

**Note:** After the first alert, press the OK button on the steering wheel to deactivate the second alert. If the system continues to detect movement, the horn activates up to 8 times. The system detects movement in the vehicle for 24 hours after the doors are locked.

**Activate/Deactivate**

Select the following items on the instrument cluster in order:

1. Select User Settings on the cluster LCD display
2. Select Convenience
3. Select Rear Seat Alert
CRUISE CONTROL/SMART CRUISE CONTROL

The Cruise Control system allows you to program the vehicle to maintain a constant speed without holding the accelerator pedal.

1. To turn On/Off cruise control.
2. Toggle switch UP to Resume or Increase the cruise control speed.
3. Toggle switch DOWN to Set or Decrease the cruise control speed.
4. To Cancel the Cruise Control.

**Setting Vehicle Distance (Smart Cruise Control only)**

This system assist you in setting the distance from the vehicle ahead and will maintain the selected distance without you depressing the accelerator or the brake pedal.

Press the button to set and maintain the vehicle-to-vehicle distance without pressing the accelerator or brake pedal. The vehicle-to-vehicle distance will automatically activate when you set the cruise speed.

Each time the button is pressed, the vehicle-to-vehicle distance changes as follows:

- Distance 4
- Distance 3
- Distance 1
- Distance 2

**Setting Cruise Control**

1. Press the “CRUISE” button to turn on Cruise Control. The icon will illuminate in the instrument cluster.
2. Toggle “-SET” switch DOWN to set cruising speed.

**Adjusting the vehicle speed**

1. Toggle “+RES” switch UP to increase cruising speed.
2. Toggle “-SET” switch DOWN to decrease cruising speed.

**Note:** Quick toggle up/down will change speed by 1 mph. Holding switch up/down will change speed by 10 mph.

**To Cancel Cruise Control**

Press the “CANCEL” button or depress the brake pedal.

Please refer to your Owner’s Manual for more information.

LEADING VEHICLE DEPARTURE ALERT (if equipped)

The Leading Vehicle Departure Alert system alerts the driver of the departure of the vehicle in front when the vehicle is stopped and the Smart Cruise Control (SCC) is in activation.

**To activate**

Select the following items on the instrument cluster in order:

1. Select User Settings on the cluster LCD display.
2. Select Driver Assistance
3. Select Driving Assist
4. Select “Leading vehicle departure alert

The system stops operation when the setting is deactivated. However, if the engine is turned off then on again, the system maintains in the previous state.
**FEATURES AND CONTROLS**

**IDLE STOP AND GO (ISG)**

The ISG system will automatically shut off the engine when the vehicle is at a standstill (i.e. red stop light, stop sign, and traffic jam). The auto stop indicator A will illuminate on the instrument cluster when activated. To restart the engine in auto stop mode, release the brake pedal and press on the accelerator. The auto stop indicator goes OFF on the instrument cluster once the engine is restarted.

**Prerequisite for activation:**
- The driver’s seatbelt is fastened.
- The driver’s door and the hood are closed.
- The brake vacuum pressure is adequate.
- The battery is sufficiently charged.
- The outside temperature is between 14°F and 95°F (-10°C and 35°C).
- The engine coolant temperature is not too low.
- The system is not in the diagnostic mode.

**To deactivate**
Press the ISG OFF B button, indicator illuminates.

**To activate**
Press the ISG OFF B button, indicator turns OFF.

**Note:** If ISG is deactivated, it will be turned on again with key cycle.

**DOOR LOCKS**

To access the key hole:
If the smart key is not working properly, there is an alternative way to unlock the doors through the keyhole on the driver’s door.

1. Pull open the driver’s door handle A
2. While holding the door handle open, use your finger or valet key to release the clip B behind the door handle.
3. Remove the key hole cover C

After removing the cover, turn the key toward the front of the vehicle to unlock and toward the rear of the vehicle to lock. Once the door is unlocked it may be opened by pulling the handle.

**FUEL FILLER DOOR**

To open fuel filler door: Turn engine off and unlock driver door.
Push the fuel filler door in.
Pull the fuel filler door outward to access the fuel tank cap.
FEATURES AND CONTROLS

WIPER BLADES

This vehicle has a “hidden” wiper design which means they cannot be lifted in their bottom resting position.

Wiper Blade Removal
1. Within 20 seconds of turning off the engine, lift and hold the wiper lever up to the MIST position for about 2 seconds until the wipers move to the top wipe position.
2. At this position, you are able to lift the wipers off the windshield.
3. Gently put wipers back down onto windshield.
4. Turn the wipers to any ON position to return to resting position.

Note: To prevent damage to the hood and wiper arms, the wiper arms should only be lifted when in the top wiping position.

DRIVER SEAT ADJUSTMENT

Adjusting cushion extension for leg support
1. Push the front part of switch A forward to move to desired length.
2. Push the rear part of switch B to move backward to desired length.

Note: To prevent damage to the hood and wiper arms, the wiper arms should only be lifted when in the top wiping position.

Key Websites:
- Hyundai website - www.hyundai.com
- Hyundai owner website - www.myhyundai.com
- Bluetooth phone compatibility - www.hyundaiusa.com/bluetooth
- Blue Link - www.MyHyundai.com

SANTA FE CUSTOMER DELIVERY CHECK LIST

HYUNDAI OWNER DEALERSHIP NAME
SALES CONSULTANT DATE
VIN PREVIOUS VEHICLE

BEFORE DELIVERY
☐ CONFIRM “GOOD BATTERY” USING GR8 AND STAPLE TEST TICKET HERE
☐ SET TIRE PRESSURE LF RF RR LR
☐ VERIFY VEHICLE IS CLEAN, IN GOOD CONDITION, FREE OF CHIPS AND SCRATCHES - CLEAN WINDSHIELD AND BACK WINDOW
☐ ENSURE FLOOR MATS ARE SNAPED INTO PLACE

WALK THE CUSTOMER THROUGH EACH OF THE FOLLOWING KEY DELIVERY FEATURES
☐ REVIEW QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
☐ REVIEW AND TEAR OFF VOICE COMMAND / QUICK TIP CARD

CONNECTIONS

On the radio:
1. Push the SETUP button.
2. Select Bluetooth.
3. Select Bluetooth Connection.
4. Select Add New.
5. Select the “Vehicle Name” on your phone.
6. Enter the passkey from the radio or accept the authorization pop-up on your phone.

BLUETOOTH HANDS-FREE

CONNECTING YOUR PHONE

1. Push the SETUP button.
2. Select Bluetooth.
3. Select Bluetooth Connection.
4. Select Add New.
5. Select the “Vehicle Name” on your phone.
6. Enter the passkey from the radio or accept the authorization pop-up on your phone.
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